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MEETING MINUTES – DRAFT 
Project:  Brighton Area Schools – 2012/13 Bond Projects 

Location:  BECC Board Room 

Date & Time: September 4, 2013 @ 3:00 PM 

RE:   Building, Technology and Design Meeting  

Attendees:     
Dr. Greg Gray - BAS 
Dr. Maria Gistinger – BAS TJ O’Connor - SHW 
Bill Trombley - BAS  Lee Andrea – SHW   
Beth Minert  - BAS   Jeff Hamilton – Auch   
Miles Vieau – BAS  Dennis Smith - Auch 
John Thompson – BAS  Brett Yuhasz - Auch 
Ken Stahl – Brighton Citizen Paul Twigg – Barton Malow Technology  
Tracy Taylor – T2 Design  Brian Jessie – Barton Malow Technology       
 
Meeting Minutes:  

1) Previous Meeting minutes were reviewed and approved 
 

2) Technology Update 
a) Network Upgrades 

i) The entire district is now operating on the new Extreme network.  The final pieces to be completed are 
the High School fields, which will be installed mid next week. 

b) Wireless 
i) The wireless network is now installed in all buildings throughout the district.  A few areas of each 

building, mostly gyms and the auditorium of the High School, are still to be completed, but the project 
as a whole is 95% complete at this time. 

ii) Trombley asked about the cellular telephone repeater which was purchased by Liu prior to him leaving 
his position as Technology Director. Gray indicated that the new Technology Director would take care 
of the installation of this piece of equipment and coordinate with Barton Malow Tech to ensure a 
timely and proper installation.  

c) Security and Access Control 
i) All cameras have been installed and are recording at the High School with the exception of a handful 

of cameras in the Gym, Pool, and outdoor field areas. 
ii) Maltby’s cameras have also been installed and are recording, again with the exception of the few 

cameras in the Gym area. 
iii) Access control programming is complete at all doors that do not have outstanding issues.  The High 

School doors have been completed, as well as the doors at Maltby (except the front doors).  The video 
stations at each building are being installed this week.  

iv) The cameras at Scranton Concessions are now recording. 
v) The final building remaining to have cameras and access control installed is BECC. 
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vi) Vieau inquired about monitoring district activity via the new security cameras which were installed 
this summer. Gray explained that the cameras were installed with the intention of being a deterrent, 
and would not be monitored on a 24/7 schedule. He also noted that at any point in time, building 
principals, security staff, police liaison or himself would have the ability to view any camera within the 
district to conduct investigations and use for potential prosecution due to any illegal/suspicious 
activity.   

vii) Stahl asked if the district receives any discount on liability insurance due to the installation of new 
security cameras throughout the district. Gistinger and Gray responded that this is not applicable due to 
BAS being in a pooled insurance group.  

d) Cabling and Classroom AV 
i) The AV installation at all buildings is complete in the instructional spaces, and work continues in the 

remaining areas of each building. 
ii) Data Cabling is completed at each building as well, with the exception being the new buildings at the 

High School and Scranton.  Those are being worked on this week and will be completed by the middle 
of next week. 

iii) The High School has a few labs still to be completed.  As furniture has arrived and is being assembled 
and moved into those spaces, DAT will come back in behind to finish routing and terminating those 
drops.  

iv) Minert questioned the layout and design of the technology equipment for special education rooms. 
Jessie from Barton Malow mentioned that each room which is designated for special education 
received an interactive projector but not a secondary device, which would have been an LCD display. 
This decision was made during the technology coordination meetings with the technology 
implementation team.    

e) Schedule 
i) Trombley directed Barton Malow Technology to distribute an updated schedule of items to complete 

by the end of the week.  
 
3) Construction Update  

a) Brighton High School 
i) Smith indicated that there are still some remaining items along with punch list items to complete in and 

around BHS.  
ii) Trombley requested that Auch add an insta-hot water dispenser along with moving some existing 

shelving within the north concessions building. Thompson also indicated that Auch shall investigate a 
large popcorn machine for the north concessions, as the one purchased as part of the food service base 
bid was too small for the volume of popcorn the stadium goes through.  

iii) Smith noted that some additional chain link fencing may need to be added to the visitor bleacher ramps 
to prevent access by citizen and visitors of the stadium. In addition, fencing should also be considered 
at the gas service on the west side of the pole barn. Trombley questioned if additional storage space 
was available behind the pole barn. Auch to investigate and determine how fencing should be laid out, 
along with the possibility of an additional man door on the south wall of the pole barn to access the 
space behind the barn.  

iv) Thompson inquired on adding additional casework in the trainer’s room at the stadium for medical and 
training supplies. Auch to investing and get pricing for additional casework from the carpentry 
contractor on site.  

v) It was noted that there is currently a leak above the electrical panel within the existing pole barn due to 
a possible leak in the roof. Smith indicated that he would investigate and reexamine Bloom Roofing’s 
price to re-roof that pole barn, or patch the area causing the leak.  
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vi) Vieau asked about the voice delay on the sound system at the stadium and why it was occurring. 
Thompson indicated that the district purchased both a wireless and wired microphone system for on-
field usage, and that the delay could have been due to Vieau/Gray were using the wireless microphone 
when speaking on the field. Vieau made it clear that Daktronics needs to be involved in how certain 
connections are made to the sound system itself with regards to outside music sources, voice and 
instruments.   

vii) East Athletic Site 
(1) Smith indicated that the remaining six tennis courts are being paved this week along with several 

raised areas which are yet to receive asphalt. The storage building was ongoing with rough 
plumbing and interior masonry walls being built and near completion. Smith mentioned that the 
rear parking lot was currently being used for staff parking only, with the construction lot at the 
west site being utilized for additional student parking.  

viii) Auto Shop 
(1) Smith indicated that the flooring is scheduled for install next week after the trench drains are 

installed. The plan for purchased equipment is to place the items in their final locations, and then 
bring the electrical connections to the unit.  

ix) Auch to provide an update on CCD7 regarding the relocated playground equipment at Pooh’s Corner.   
x) Trombley directed Auch to distribute an updated schedule of items to complete by the end of the week.  

b) Scranton Middle School 
i) Smith indicated that contractors were working on topsoil distribution and seeding throughout the site. 

Several locations were observed to have some greater erosion issues due to a large, intense rain which 
occurred earlier in the week, and additional erosion control measures would have to be taken.  

ii) Trombley mentioned that the surface of the retaining wall at the tennis courts was still inconsistent and 
that additional work be performed on this wall to address the lines which are still visible in sunlight.  

iii) Vieau noticed a number of tennis balls on the running track during a site visit over the past week. He 
mentioned that this could become an issue if a tennis match and track & field event was taking palce 
simultaneously.    

iv) Smith noted that the concessions would be operational this weekend with the windows scheduled to be 
installed on Thursday.  

c) Hawkins Elementary  
i) Smith indicated that some toilet partitions were missing on the interior bathrooms, which are currently 

on backorder and would be installed as soon as they are delivered. Soil erosion issues were also noted 
at Hawkins due to the large rain which took place. Hamilton indicated that until vegetation and grass is 
established, these issues may arise again with a large rain. Auch will look into a credit for some 
concrete walk which was not installed on the west end of the new north asphalt drive. It was also noted 
that Auch is to replace a memorial tree.  

d) Maltby Intermediate  
i) Smith indicated that the cooling is currently running everywhere within the school expect for the 

computer labs. Auch will continue to work closely with the HVAC contractor to ensure proper cooling 
in the entire school in the near future. Trombley indicated that a piece of hardware was not working on 
the main entrance FRP doors and should be investigated and completed. 

ii) Vieau questioned the number of entrances throughout the district have card access control. Jessie of 
Barton Malow Tech indicated that they will continue to work on the card readers and should all being 
functioning by the end of next week. 

e) Hornung Elementary  
i) Trombley indicated that there is a black truck which is traveling across the access road and destroying 

the newly graded and seeded area often. He requested that the police liason investigate this truck and 
whoever is driving the vehicle.  
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ii) Trombley suggested a new layout for the secure vestibule to improve traffic flow of students and staff. 
SHW to review the design and evaluate the new layout. 

f) Hilton Elementary 
i) Smith indicated that the playground is completed and the mulch has been removed from the parking 

lot. The secure vestibule and office move was progressing and near completion. Trombley stated that 
the ceiling tiles should be replaced with attic stock material from other projects. It was also noted that 
the drywall ceiling in the boys toilet room still needed to be installed, along with a possible addition of 
tile beneath the drinking fountains. Minet mentioned that the drying racks were constructed incorrectly 
and should be re-constructed in the proper manner by Stevens Moving Company.  

g) Spencer Elementary  
i) Smith indicated that the overspray of hydro seed needs to be addressed by the site work contractor and 

cleaned up. Several locations had ceiling and lighting work outstanding which needed to be completed. 
A parent had struck a parking sign within the asphalt drive, and the location of the signage needs to be 
evaluated, however these signs were installed per the drawings. Several areas which had existing 
picnic tables, the site work contractor failed to move, re-grade and reseed those areas. Auch to 
investigate and make corrections for a proper, consist appearance. It was noted that the concrete 
replacement throughout the site was sporadic due to drainage tie in’s. Smith and Gray discussed the 
concrete replacement during the summer months, and the team will reevaluate the existing sidewalk 
for further replacement. There are also several swings which are missing and a single piece of 
playground equipment in damaged. Finally it was indicated that a possible sealcoat of the existing lot 
may take place in the near future.  

4) FFE 
a) Maltby Intermediate  

i) The Bond Committee approved to purchase office furniture & furniture for both principals offices with 
an approximate value of $13,000. It was also the recommendation of the committee to hold on the 
purchase of computer lab furniture until a later date.  

b) Scranton Middle School  
i) The committee decided to hold on the purchase of computer lab (adjoining media center) furniture. 

c) Hawkins Elementary  
i) Taylor will meet with the building principal and recommend new solutions for office furniture.   

d) Trombley requested additional trashcans be purchased for the new playgrounds which were constructed this 
summer. Thompson and Taylor to coordinate and order.  

 
5) Other Items 

a) Hamilton questioned that status of selling the remaining bonds to the public and the design status of series 
two projects. Gray indicated that the goal is to sell the bonds by February and the design team is to 
continue.  
 

 
The next meeting is scheduled for September 18, 2013 at 3:00 PM at BECC Board Room.  

 
Brett Yuhasz, CDT 
Project Engineer 
George W. Auch Construction  
 
These meeting minutes are believed to be an accurate reflection of those items discussed and the conclusions that were reached d
uring the referenced meeting.  Please contact George W. Auch Company if there are any discrepancies or questions with the cont
ent of these minutes 


